Abstract. It has been recognised that formal methods are useful as a modelling tool in requirements engineering. Speci cation languages such as Z permit the precise and unambiguous modelling of system properties and behaviour. However some system problems, particularly those drawn from the IS problem domain, may b e di cult to model in crisp or precise terms. It may a l s o be desirable that formal modelling should commence as early as possible, even when our understanding of parts of the problem domain is only approximate. This chapter identi es the problem types of interest and argues that they are characterised by uncertainty and imprecision. It suggests fuzzy set theory as a useful formalism for modelling aspects of this imprecision. The chapter provides a summary of a toolkit for Z that de nes the operators, measures and modi ers necessary for the manipulation of fuzzy sets and relations. It also illustrates, through a series of examples, how t h e toolkit could be applied. The chapter concludes with a re ection on some more general issues that arose during the formulation of the illustrative examples.
Introduction
Requirements engineering or analysis is normally seen as the process by w h i c h software requirements are identi ed and speci ed, and has been described as a`process of discovery, re nement, modelling and speci cation ' 36] . System modelling is a useful tool in this process. We can create models to express our understanding of a current system problem, to identify areas for change or to describe the nal product to be built. They permit the partitioning of complex system problems into smaller and more manageable units, and can be used as a basis for communication and validation with the client. Many of the modelling approaches use semi-formal diagramming techniques resulting, for example in data ow diagrams and entity relationship diagrams, and may b e supported by explanatory text. However these approaches lack t h e well de ned and formal syntax that permits precise analysis, and models expressed in these terms are open to possible misunderstanding and ambiguity. At some point w e need to express the model more formally and to subject it to precise and rigorous analysis. The use of a formal speci cation language as a modelling tool provides a possible way t o a c hieve this.
Formal methods are a set of tools that allow the development of a complete, precise and correct speci cation for system properties and behaviour. Although most commonly used in the speci cation of safety critical software, it has been argued that they can and should be applied to all stages of the systems development lifecycle including the speci cation of user requirements 45] .
One commonly used speci cation language is Z. Z is a model-based formal speci cation language based on typed set theory and rst order predicate calculus. The basic building block i n a n y Z speci cation is the schema. This is a named grouping of components that can be referred to throughout the speci cation. Schemas provide structure for a speci cation and describe system operations and permissable system states. The schema calculus allows more complex components of a speci cation to be built from a set of previously de ned and simpler schemas. Z is a powerful analytical tool that facilitates system understanding through the development of a series of unambiguous, veri able mathematical models 15, 33, 35, 41] . These models can be used to predict system behaviour and to identify errors prior to implementation. Various levels of abstraction are possible. These may v ary from a statement o f requirements (to be used as a basis for communication and validation) to a more detailed and concrete software design document. Unlike some of the more informal graphical methods, Z is not open to di ering interpretations, but instead allows the designer to prove, through rigorous mathematical reasoning, the properties of a speci cation 37].
Problem Types and Uncertainty
There are some problem domains that may not naturally be understood in precise or crisp terms. L. A. Zadeh's concept of a humanistic system is one such example. He de nes a humanistic system as one`whose behaviour is strongly in uenced by h uman judgement, perceptions or emotions ' 49] . Economic, political, legal and educational systems are all examples of such s y stems and Zadeh suggests that a`single individual and his thought processes may a l s o b e viewed as a humanistic system'. One characteristic of systems of this type is that human decision making and judgement may take place in a climate of uncertainty. I n the development of systems that attempt to model human decision making it has been recognised that it is necessary to deal with uncertain or ill-de ned knowledge 3, 4, 14] . We use terms such as vagueness, ambiguity, c o n tradiction and imprecision when describing such systems. Our di culty in precisely representing these softer system problems is due in part to the uncertainty inherent in the problem domain.
Uncertainty m a y arise in several ways. For example we m a y h a ve di culty classifying objects or concepts into one or more classes based on a series of attributes. The uncertainty a s t o w h i c h class an object belongs could be simply due to a lack of information. This type of uncertainty has been described as arising from information de ciency and can be resolved by extra attribute information 21]. However uncertainty can also arise from some natural imprecision in the problem domain itself. The classi cation into precise classes may not be possible | not because we d o n o t h a ve enough information | but instead, because the classes themselves are not naturally discrete. Categorical membership of this type has been sometimes de ned as fuzziness and it has been suggested that it is, in part, a property of natural language arising from linguistic imprecision 21, 52] . It is those problem domains exhibiting fuzziness that are of interest to us here.
Clearly such problem domains are di cult to model in precise terms. Concepts or objects, whether they be individuals, organisational units, opinions etc. may not be easily or naturally characterised into precise groupings. Instead we m a y b e m o r e i n terested in the extent t o w h i c h something resembles a type or in the relative ranking of something within a class or type rather than a precise description. Additionally many of these concepts may only be partially understood and di cult to de ne or precisely measure. In this environment system requirements themselves may be di cult to express or model precisely. F or example, the requirement that the performance of a new network be as e cient as possible may be su cient a s a n a p p r o ximate statement of network performance, without having to precisely understand or de ne the performance benchmarks necessary to measure it, or to work out what is precisely meant b y as e cient as possible. I n f a c t i t m a y be difcult or unrealistic to assign a precise meaning to statements of this type. Concepts like pro ts are high, system performance is poor, share prices are low etc. may b e su cient to express an approximate understanding shared by a group of people.
There is some support for this in the literature. Prototype theory 9,20,31] suggests that when classifying objects we d o s o b y comparing an instance or example against what we consider to be prototypical or an exemplar of that class. Thus we m a y see an overlap, rather than a crisp boundary between categories. In other words the overlap is natural and cannot be expressed any more precisely. In the measurement of a person's attitudes or preferences, it has been argued that respondents should be allowed to indicate their extent of agreement rather than simply responding yes or no 44]. More generally it has been suggested that they should be also permitted to indicate the uncertainty or fuzziness in their response 12, 13] . Some recent comparative experimental results supports this approach 5], again suggesting that precise categorisation may be inappropriate when dealing with a person's preferences, attitudes or requirements. The qualitative and imprecise nature of some system requirements themselves has been recognised. These requirements may only be stated approximately or expressed heuristically. The concept of a soft functional requirement | o n e w h e r e t h e d e g r e e t o w h i c h the requirement p r econdition holds in uences the degree to which that requirement i s m e t | h a s been introduced 25] . This allows an elasticity t o b e i n troduced into the system model, which may more naturally re ect the competing requirements within a problem domain.
A P ossible Extension for Z
This current w ork focusses on the possible use of formal methods, and Z in particular, as a modelling tool for system problems containing uncertainty that arises from some natural imprecision or vagueness in the problem domain. However Z requires that we are able to categorise objects and concepts into precise types as the speci cation is developed. This may present a problem if imprecision or fuzziness is inherent to the problem domain itself. There is a danger that we w i l l l o s e p a r t o f w h a t w e are attempting to represent. Z also requires that permissable system states and operations be precisely expressed. Schema pre-conditions and post-conditions either hold or they don't, a system operation either succeeds or fails | the idea that a requirement need only be partially met or that a g i v en system state may o n l y approximately hold is di cult to imagine, at least within the context of a Z speci cation. As suggested earlier, there are advantages in introducing a formal approach as early as possible during requirements determination. It may b e useful if we are able to express those parts of the problem domain that appear imprecise or perhaps are only partially understood, in the formal model. Then we could re ne the model as these issues are clari ed. One could imagine both precise and imprecise concepts from the problem domain being expressed in the same formal model. This would be particularly useful if we attempt to develop formal models early in requirements determination, while elicitation is still occuring. In order to facilitate this approach to requirements engineering the speci cation language should allow u s t o b o t h s y n tactically and semantically capture and represent imprecision and/or approximation. Fuzzy set theory (and fuzzy logic) o ers such a possibility, particularly when dealing with naturally occuring imprecision.
Fuzzy Sets
Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic provides a mathematical basis for representing and reasoning with knowledge in uncertain and imprecise problem domains. Unlike boolean set theory where set membership is crisp (i.e. an element is either a member or it isn't), the underlying principle in fuzzy set theory is that an element is permitted to exhibit partial membership in a set. Fuzzy set theory allows us to represent the imprecise concepts (eg motivated employees, high pro ts and productive workers ) w h i c h m a y be important i n a problem domain within an organizational context. The common set operators such as negation, union and intersection all have their fuzzy equivalents and measures for fuzzy subsetness and fuzzy set entropy h a ve been proposed 21, 22, 27] . Fuzzy logic deals with degrees of truth and provides a conceptual framework for approximate rather than exact reasoning. The truth of propositions such as a few employees are motivated or productive workers lead to high pro ts can be estimated and reasoned with 50, 51] .
Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic have been successfully applied to the development of industrial control systems 43] and commercial expert systems 10]. Fuzzy set theory, and related theories such as possibility theory 8], have been suggested as appropriate analytical tools in the Social Sciences 39, 40] . The idea that over-precision in measurement instruments may present a methodological problem in psychological measurement has led to developments such as a fuzzy graphic rating scale for the measurement of occupational preference 13], fuzzy set based response categories for marketing applications 44] or a fuzzy set importance rating scheme for personnel selection 1]. Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic have also been used to model group decision making, particularly when the preference for one set of options over another is not clear cut 17] . The use of fuzzy propositions to capture the elasticity of`soft' functional requirements has been proposed as a technique for modelling imprecision during requirements engineering for knowledge-based system development 25]. Research has also indicated that there may be some compatibility between fuzzy set theory and the meanings that we a s h umans place on the linguistic terms that are normally used to describe such sets 32, 38, 53, 54] . This suggests that modelling techniques based on fuzzy set theory may lead to models that are closer to our cognitive processes and models than those based on boolean set theory.
Motivation
It is clear that fuzzy methods are useful as both an analytical and a descriptive tool in problem domains that are characterised by uncertainty and fuzziness. The motivation for the current research c a n therefore be summarised as follows.
Given that there are some system problems, particularly those drawn from a humanistic context, that are not naturally modelled or understood in precise or crisp terms and given that we wish to retain the bene ts of a speci cation language such as Z as a method for communication and validation, is it possible to build into the existing syntax the necessary semantics to capture the uncertainty, imprecision or vagueness characteristic of such systems? Fuzzy set theory is an established technique for representing uncertainty and imprecision and can be seen as a generalisation of boolean or crisp set theory. G i v en that Z is a set based speci cation language then it should be possible to provide a notation that incorporates fuzzy set ideas within the language itself while at the same time retaining the precision of any Z model. This current research is concerned with the development of a suitable fuzzy set notation within the existing Z syntax. It is assumed that the existing schema calculus and logical structures of Z remain. A toolkit has been developed which de nes the set operators, measures and modi ers necessary for the manipulation of fuzzy sets. The version of the toolkit summarised here is a modi cation to that previously presented 29,30] 1 . It contains generic de nitions for the domain and range of a fuzzy relation as well as those for domain and range restriction, and anti-restriction. Generic de nitions for the min-max and max-min composition operators for fuzzy relations have been developed. The relational inverse of a f u z z y relation has been de ned and an abbreviation for the identity relation in terms of a fuzzy relation has been provided. A series of laws which establish an isomorphism between the extended notation presented here and conventional Z when applied to crisp sets (i.e. sets where the membership values are constrained to 0 or 1) has also been provided. The toolkit also identi es (and provides proofs for) the relevant l a ws from 41] that hold when partial set membership is permitted. In this chapter a summary of the toolkit is presented, including some sample laws. The reader is referred to 29] for the current version of the complete toolkit and proofs for the laws presented here.
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the fuzzy set repesentation scheme used in the toolkit and discusses some alternatives. Section 3 presents a summary of the toolkit itself. Section 4 introduces some examples intended to illustrate the use of the toolkit when modelling system problems of interest and section 5 develops some general guidelines for toolkit usage. The chapter concludes with some directions for ongoing work. The reader is also directed to the fuzzy logic toolkit archive (accessed from www.ironbark.bendigo.latrobe.edu/sta /chrism/chrishp.html ), where the most recent v ersions of the toolkit can be found.
is referred to as being written in an extended notation. Crisp sets can be expressed in either the extended notation or in more conventional terms. For example, the set A = f(x 1 1) (x 2 1) (x 3 0) (x 4 0) (x 5 1)g could be written simply as fx 1 x 2 x 5 g. Z allows the de nition of relations and functions between sets, and provides the necessary operations to manipulate them. If the reference set is considered to be a basic type within a Z speci cation then a fuzzy set can be de ned as a function from the reference set to the interval 0,1]. However Z does not de ne the fuzzy set operators for union, intersection and set di erence, or the fuzzy set modi ers such a s not, somewhat and very which are needed for fuzzy set and fuzzy set membership manipulation. The toolkit provides the generic de nitions, axiomatic descriptions and abbreviations for these operators, modi ers and measures. The T-norm and T-conorm operators minf 1 (x) 2 (x)g and maxf 1 (x) 2 (x)g have been used to determine the membership of a reference set element x in the intersection and union of the two fuzzy sets, 1 and 2 . These operators are well established and preserve many of the properties of their boolean equivalents 2, 19, 24] . When applied to crisp sets, min and max behave in the same way as do the existing operators, \, , for boolean sets.
It is possible to visualise a fuzzy set other than as a function. A set-based representation scheme based on a set of nested subsets formed from the cuts of a fuzzy set is a possibility 24, 47 ]. An cut is set of reference set elements whose membership in the fuzzy set is greater than or equal to some threshold value. For example the 0:5 cut contains reference set elements whose membership in the fuzzy set is greater or equal to 0:5 A fuzzy set could be modelled as a set of such sets. Membership of a reference set element i n one of these sets would indicate that the membership of the element i n t h e fuzzy set is equal to or exceeds the membership value represented by the cut. H o wever the de nition of an cut relies on the ability t o d e t e r m i n e t h e membership of the reference element in the fuzzy set in the rst place i.e. on the existence of some characteristic function that delivers set membership. This would suggest that a functional approach is more appropriate as the basic repesentation scheme for a fuzzy set and that a set-based representation could be induced through the concept of cuts when required. The toolkit (summarised in section 3) provides a generic de nition for the formation of an cut for a fuzzy set.
Another alternative is to use a vector notation to provide a geometric rather than algebraic representation for a fuzzy set 22, 23] . For a nite reference set, X , containing n elements we could de ne a series of fuzzy subsets. Each could be represented each an n-dimensional vector, where the vector components are the membership values of the corresponding elements. Furthermore we could visualise the fuzzy subset geometrically as a point i n a n n-dimensional space (or hypercube). Crisp subsets are represented by those points at the vertices of the n-dimensional hypercube. The closer a point i s to the cent r e o f t h e h ypercube, the more fuzzy is the set it represents. The point at the centre of the hypercube is the one where all vector components are equal to 0.5. The set of possible points represents the power set of X (i.e. the set of all subsets of X | fuzzy and crisp).
This notation is useful as it provides an elegant visualisation of fuzzy set measures such a s cardinality, fuzzy entropy and degree of subsetness.The notation is also simple as only the membership values are represented and manipulated | the reference set elements are implied by the ordering of the vector components. However its usefulness as a representation scheme within a set based, algebraic language such as Z appears limited. A vector notation is not a basic mathematical construct within Z, and would need to be dened. The notation does not explicitly de ne a mapping function from the reference set to the membership interval 0,1]. The membership vector for a particular fuzzy set would need to be enumerated rather than evaluated. Within a speci cation it may b e necessary to evaluate the set membership of a particular reference set element. This is easily done if the membership function is available and explicitly stated. The alternative i s t o e n umerate the membershipvalue of each reference set element. For a large reference set this would become tedious and for in nite reference sets such a s R, not possible.
The ToolkitSummary
Two general principles have guided the preparation of the toolkit.
Where applicable as much`fuzziness' as possible is permitted. For example, rather than de ning generalised union and intersection in terms of a crisp set of fuzzy sets, they are de ned in terms of a fuzzy s e t o f f u z z y sets. The domain and range restriction (and anti-restriction) for a fuzzy relation by a fuzzy rather than a crisp set is permitted and so on.
When applied to crisp sets in the extended notation the toolkit de nitions, abbreviations and descriptions must be isomorphic with conventional Z. Two functions, P (the extended set function) which maps sets of type P T in the conventional notation to a fuzzy set of type FT and Q (the core set function) which maps those reference set elements having full membership in a fuzzy set to a power set in the conventional notation, are included and are used in the proofs which attempt to establish this isomorphism.
The Z draft standard provides a given set, A which c a n b e used to specify number systems 33, 42] . It is assumed that the set of real numbers, R is de ned as a subset of A . It is also assumed that a division operator = and the functions sqrt, abs, min and max have been de ned for the set of real numbers. Furthermore it is assumed that the reader has a rudimentary understanding of the Z notation. If not the reader is directed to the Z archive 2 or the reference list (in particular 15] and 35]) for a basic overview of the language.
The toolkit has been type checked using the type checking software, ZTC 3 and can be used together with the default mathematical toolkit to type check speci cations written in the extended notation.
Some basic de nitions
Set membership is measured using the real numberinterval 0,1].
M == fr : R j 0 r 1g The generic symbol, F de nes a fuzzy set as a function from a reference set(type) to the real numberinterval, M.
FT == T 7! M The generic symbol, C constrains the membership values of elements in a fuzzy set to f0 1g. Sets of this type are crisp sets written in the extended notation.
CT == T 7! f 0 1g
The extended set function, P is used to map a power set of type T (in the conventional notation) to a fuzzy set, FT in the extended notation. T] P : ( P T) ! (CT) 8t : T set : P T (t 2 set , t 2 dom(P(set))P (set)(t) = 1 ) (t 6 2 set , t 2 dom(P(set))P (set)(t) = 0 )
The core s e t function, Q is used to map those reference set elements having a membership of 1 in a fuzzy set of type FT to a power set of type T (in the conventional notation). This is sometimes referred to as the core of a fuzzy
The toolkit also de nes the support set, S, of a fuzzy set in a similar fashion.
The support set is the set of those reference set elements that exhibit some membership in the fuzzy set 16, 26] . S is de ned as a function mapping a set of type FT to that of type P T. F or sets fun1 fun2 o f t ype CT the following holds.
Q(fun1) = S(fun1)
The cut of a fuzzy set is the set of reference set elements whose membership values are greater or equal to , where 0 1. A strict cut is one where the membership values are greater than . The notation used here (i.e. ] and ] ) i s t a k en from 24]. As indicated earlier the concept of an cut is useful for a set-based rather than functional representation of a fuzzy set 47]. The toolkit also de nes a function, total , w h i c h transforms a fuzzy set to one of type T ! M . I t i s u s e d i n s e v eral of the de nitions that follow to ensure that set membership is de ned for all reference set elements.
T]
total : ( FT) ! (T ! M ) 8fun : ( FT) t : T t 2 dom fun , (total fun)(t) = fun(t) t 6 2 dom fun , (total fun)(t) = 0
A non-empty fuzzy set is one where at least one reference set element h a s a membership greater than zero.
F 1 T == fF : FT j 9 t : T F(t) > 0g
A nite fuzzy set is one that has a nite number of elements with membership greater than zero. These operators have t h e same meaning for crisp sets written in either the conventional or extended notation. 8 fun1 fun2 : CT, Q(fun1 and fun2) = Qfun1 \ Q fun2 (2) Q(fun1 or fun2) = Qfun1 Q fun2
The min and max operators are used for fuzzy set intersection and union to provide on the one hand, a generalisation of boolean set theory, and on the other, to preserve a s m uch of the existing mathematical structure as possible. They are commutative, associative, idempotent and distributive 4 . When using 1;fun(t) as the membership of the reference set element t in the complement of the fuzzy set fun, it has been shown that De Morgan's Laws hold for sets of type T ! M 2, 26] i.e.
not (fun1 and fun2) = not (fun1) or n o t (fun2) (5) not (fun1 or fun2) = not (fun2) and not (fun2) (6) Only the law of the excluded middle is not valid in the fuzzy case. It only holds for sets of type CT.
fun and not (fun) = empty (7) This is expected and re ects the overlap between a fuzzy set and its complement.
The concept of a generalised union, F S , and that of a generalised intersection, F T , for a fuzzy set of fuzzy sets is also de ned in the toolkit. Memb e r s h i p o f a fuzzy set fun in a fuzzy set of fuzzy sets, A, could be interpreted as indicating the degree to which fun will take part in the union or the intersection. A constraint is placed on the de nition of generalised intersection to ensure that it is only formed from those sets that exhibit some membership in the fuzzy set of fuzzy sets. When applied to a crisp set of fuzzy sets, generalised union and intersection have the same meaning as fuzzy set union and intersection (ie and and or ).
3.4 Fuzziness, set equality a n d set inclusion
The de nition for the degree of fuzziness of a nite fuzzy set is based on the concept of fuzzy set entropy 22, 23] . The degree of fuzziness of a fuzzy set can be estimated by determining the degree of resemblence between the set and the complement. This de nition only relates to those reference set elements that exhibit some membership in the fuzzy set. For a non-empty nite crisp set, the membership value of each element in the extended support set can only be one. The degree of fuzziness of such a set is zero.
T] fuzzyEntropy : ( nite FT) ! R 8fun : nite FT fun = empty ) fuzzyEntropy(fun) = 0 fun 6 = empty ) fuzzyEntropy(fun) = counter (E S (fun) and not (E S (fun)))=counter (E S (fun) or n o t (E S (fun)))
A measurement of the degree o f e quality of two fuzzy sets.
T]
: ( nite FT) ( nite FT) ! M 8fun1 fun2 : nite FT (fun1 = empty^fun2 = empty ) ) (fun1 fun2 = 1 ) (fun1 6 = empty _ fun2 6 = empty ) ) fun1 fun2 = count (fun1 and fun2)=count (fun1 or fun2))
The expression, count (fun1 or fun2) can only be zero when both fun1 and fun2 are the empty fuzzy set (i.e. where all membership values of the reference set are zero). In this case fun1 = fun2 and therefore the degree to which fun1 equals fun2 is one. The toolkit also provides a de nition for the dilation modi er, somewhat, where the square root of the membership value is used.
Approximation hedges such a s near(m), around(m), roughly(m) can be modelled as fuzzy numbers. In a fuzzy system where t represents some measured scalar variable, the fuzzy set parameters could be dependent on the magnitude of t alone and scaled accordingly 6]. For example the degree to which 9.5 is around 10 may be considered to be the same as that to which 95 is around 100, 950 is around 1000 and so on. Di ering scaling factors would be used for di ering linguistic descriptions.
The following de nition models the approximation hedge near as a triangular fuzzy set centred about the positive r e a l n umberm. The toolkit also contains a similar de nition for the approximation hedge around. In this case a scaling factor of 0:25 is used to increase the support set of the fuzzy number, suggesting that we w ould expect more numbers to be around m than near to m. These de nitions are provided only as an example and we recognise that the set parameters are subjective a n d m a y be dependent on the context in which the hedge is to be used. Gaussian or trapezoid set parameters could be added to the toolkit if necessary. The reader is directed to 2,6] for more detail on possible set parameters and the practical application of approximation hedges of this type in fuzzy systems.
The toolkit provides a generic de nition for the fuzzy quanti er most. I t i s based on that in 17]. 
Fuzzy relations
The generic symbols, F $ and C $, de ne fuzzy and crisp relations.
A identity relation can be de ned, using the extended notation. 
The toolkit also de nes a domain and range anti-restriction for a fuzzy relation. The membership of the maplet x 7 ! y in the anti-restricted fuzzy relation is given by the minimum of the original membership of x 7 ! y in the relation, total R and the membership of x or y in the complement of the anti-restricting set, xset or yset. The de nitions are very similar to those for F C and F B, with (not (total xset))(x) and (not (total yset))(y) replacing (total xset)(x) a n d ( total yset)(y) respectively.
3.10 The max-min relational composition operator for fuzzy relations
There are two common composition operators for fuzzy relations, max-min and min-max 2]. Only max-min is shown here. The min-max operator would be de ned by i n terchanging min and max in the above de nition. This section explores possible ways in which the toolkit can be used as a modelling tool for the problem types of interest. The intention is not to present a complete model, but instead to use parts of each example to illustrate the usefulness of the representation scheme.
Invariant fuzzy sets
Concepts that we are unable to precisely categorise into distinct classes or types can be described linguistically and represented using fuzzy sets. The toolkit allows us to model such concepts in a Z speci cation. Those fuzzy sets whose parameters remain unchanged throughout a speci cation are referred to as being invariant. The de nitions for such sets can appear as a series of axiomatic de nitions at the beginning of a speci cation. As a simple illustration consider the concept of pro t levels in an organisation. Pro ts levels could be interpreted as a linguistic variable whose values can be described using fuzzy sets. Using the fuzzy logic toolkit we could model this as follows.
pro ts : P R + highPro ts : Fpro ts averagePro ts : Fpro ts lowPro ts : Fpro ts
The mapping functions which deliver set membership would be de ned as constraints in the axiomatic de nitions. For example, averagePro ts could be de ned using the fuzzy number,around.
averagePro ts : Fpro ts averagePro ts = around(100000) Similar constraints could developed for lowPro ts and highPro ts. There are many other examples of linguistic variables that could be modelled as invariant fuzzy sets. These include concepts such as customer demand in a marketing system, student enrolments in an educational system, treatment costs in a health system and so on. In each case the reference set is numeric and the mapping functions that deliver set membership will need to be determined.
Multidimensional fuzzy sets
A multidimensional fuzzy set is one where set membership may be due to more than one property o f the reference set 11]. Unlike the sets described above there is no mapping function to deliver set membership, but instead the reference set element will be fully or partially added or removed as a result of a system operation. To illustrate this we will extend the example and consider the employees within an organisation. As well as being interested in whether a person is employed by the organisation we are also interested in the motivation, productivity and experience of the workforce. These can be seen as graded concepts and thus be modelled as fuzzy sets. If we assume For simplicity employment is being modelled as a crisp concept i.e. a person is either employed or they are not employed. If there was the possibility of partial employment or if we were uncertain as to the interpretation of membership in this set, then it could be modelled as a fuzzy set. It is also assumed that in the initial system state all of these sets are empty. I n o t h e r words the degree of membership of all reference set elements in each of these sets is zero.
INIT sta ng employed = empty motivated = empty experienced = empty productive = empty
The set operators and modi ers de ned in the fuzzy logic toolkit are useful in modelling approximate statements or heuristics that describe aspects of the problem domain. For example highly motivated employees could be modelled as the set, very(motivated and employed) inexperienced employees could be modelled as the set, not (experienced) and employed experienced and motivated p eople are the most prodcutive could be modelled as productive = experienced and motivated Some of these could be built into the speci cation. For example we could incorporate the heuristic that the most productive people are those that are motivated and experienced, i n to the schema as follows. sta ng sta ng sta ng 0 productive 0 = productive (motivated 0 and experienced) System operations can be written to adjust set membership in each of these fuzzy sets. Adjustment to zero is equivalent to element removal and adjustment to one is equivalent to element addition. The schema below adjusts the motivation for a group of employees. newMotivation sta ng employeeGroup? : person 7 7! M 8p : dom employeeGroup? p in employed motivated 0 = motivated employeeGroup? employed 0 = employed experienced 0 = experienced It can be shown that empty is a nite fuzzy set. Thus in the initial system state employed, motivated, experienced and productive are all nite fuzzy sets. Provided the overriding function is nite then the sets motivated, employed, experienced and productive will remain nite fuzzy sets throughout subsequent system states. This is important because it means that they are countable and properties such as the degree of fuzziness, set similarity a n d degree of subsetness can be evaluated. As will be shortly such properties give us the ability to estimate the degree to which a set of requirements might b e met.
A soft pre-condition
This section explores the possibility that a schema pre-condition may only partially hold and is motivated by t h e w ork on soft functional requirements 25]. A pre-condition is a constraint placed on an operation. The operation can only succeed if the pre-condition holds. We h a ve already introduced the concepts of employment and pro t levels. The following operational schema adds a person to the set of employed people only when pro t levels are high. employ sta ng p? : person pro tLevel? : pro ts pro tLevel? in highPro ts p? notin employed employed 0 = employed f p? 7 ! 1g motivated 0 = motivated experienced 0 = experienced Pro t levels and employment are modelled in crisp terms, and the operation only succeeds when pro tLevel? exhibits full membership in the fuzzy set highPro ts and the membership of p? in the set employed is zero.
However pro t levels could be considered to be a fuzzy concept and thus it may be possible to determine the degree to which pro t levels are high. Consequently the pre-condition may o n l y partially hold and it could be considered to be a`soft' pre-condition.
There are several ways to model this. For example we could consider that the degree to which we employ a person is related to the degree to which pro ts are high. The schema below takes this approach. employ1 sta ng p? : person pro tLevel? : pro ts p? notin employed employed 0 = employed fp? 7 ! highPro ts(pro tLevel?)g motivated 0 = motivated experienced 0 = experienced The pre-condition that the person is not already employed is retained and the set employed is now fuzzy i.e. it has been declared to be of type Fperson rather than Cperson as above. In this approach the degree to which the precondition holds directly determines the degree of membership of the element in the fuzzy set.
An alternative a p p r o a c h i s to suggest that the degree to which the precondition holds determines the degree to which the operation succeeds. To illustrate this imagine a group of people whose employment status is a ected by the degree to which the pro t levels are high. This group may include people already employed and/or people seeking employment. The schema below attempts to model an adjustment in the employment mix of the people concerned as a result of the pro t levels within an organisation. The e ect on the employment status of a particular individual is not speci ed, just the overall e ect on the group. The behaviour of this schema is discussed in some detail in 28]. However some general comments can be made here.
It is assumed that the set employed is of type Fperson and has been initialised to the empty fuzzy set, empty . Thus employed is de ned for all elements of the reference set person and the domain of P? is a subset of the domain of employed. The domain anti-restriction operation on the set, employed ensures that the membership of those reference set elements not in P? a r e u n c hanged as a result of the operation. It can be shown that the set dom P? C employed 0 is a nite fuzzy set and thus the degree of equality measure can be used between it and P?. It can also be shown that the operation succeeds totally when highPro ts(pro tLevel?) = 1 i.e.
dom P? C employed = P?. Finally, when the partial function P? contains only one reference set element it can be shown that operation behaves in the same way as that described by t h e s c hema employ1 28,29].
Fuzzy and crisp relations
To illustrate the use of fuzzy and crisp relations we will introduce a second and more detailed example. The example models part of a health care network. There are a series of institutions that deliver a variety of medical services to the general public. The model that follows relates to service delivery only.There are ve basic types of interest.
institution client medicalServiceType date]
A medicalService is the use of a medicalServiceType on a particular date.
medicalService == medicalServiceType date
ClientService is a state schema describing the service delivery of the system. The fact that a medical service is o ered by an institution has been modelled as a crisp relation. There is no fuzziness here | either the medical service is o ered or it is not. If we w ere modelling whether a medical service type was o ered by an institution then perhaps some fuzziness would be permitted. This might allow us to represent the idea of an institution o ering a particular type of medical service most of the time, or some of the time and so on.
We a r e i n terested in the quality of medical services o ered by the various institutions throughout the network. Degrees of service quality are possible and consequently it has been modelled as a fuzzy relation. For simplicity w e have only included a single relation, namely highQuality, but if concepts such averageQuality and lowQuality were important then they could be modelled as well. A similar approach has been taken when dealing with the use of medical services o ered throughout the system and client satisfaction with those service o erings. The schema constraints state that the degree of membership of a medicalService o ered by a particular institution in the relation highQuality has to be less than or equal to that in the o eredBy. In other words we are only interested in the quality of those services o ered by institutions in the health care network. Similarly we are only interested in the satisfaction of clients that use the medical services o ered by the institutions in the network.
An advantage of modelling concepts such as service quality and client satisfaction in fuzzy terms is that we are able to ask softer questions of the speci cation. By a`soft' question we mean one to which there is no de nitive answer i.e where it is di cult to simply answer yes or no. Instead the answer could be expressed in approximate or more general terms. For example, rather than asking whether the medical services o ered throughout the network are of high quality, w e could ask to what degree are all medical services o ered by the institutions of a high quality? More generally we could ask to what degree are most medical services of a high quality and so on. In the next section we will show how questions of this type can be answered and how they could be re-stated as a series of quanti ed propositions that express part of the system requirements.
Linguistically quanti ed propositions
When highQuality = o eredBy all o ered services are of the highest quality i.e. The degree to which all o ered services are of a high quality could be given by the degree to which t h e t wo relations are equal i.e. The fuzzy quanti er most is de ned in section 3. The de nition always ensures that the degree to which most o ered services are of a high quality i s a l w ays greater or equal to that of all o ered services. The schema pre-condition ensures that at least one service has to be o ered somewhere in the system before the question(s) can be answered. Using appropriate fuzzy quanti ers and linguistic hedges a series of similar questions could be framed. All of these are fuzzy in the sense that a degree of truth for each p r o p o s ition can be evaluated. They could be interpreted as a statement of requirements for the system and provide a way of determining to what extent t h e system meets these requirements at any g i v en time.
Modelling con ict and agreement
In a recent paper Z. Pawlak 34] observed that It seems that fuzzy and rough sets are perfect candidates for modelling con ict situations in the presence of uncertainty, but to my knowledge not very much has been done in this area so far, particularly when fuzzy sets are concerned. Pawlak presents a framework for con ict analysis based on rough set theory 5 . However concepts such as support, agreement and con ict which form part of his analysis could also be treated in fuzzy terms. Given that some of the system problems of interest could include con ict and
T o illustrate how t h i s m i g h t b e a c hieved a third example is introduced.
In this case the example is somewhat abstract. Imagine a set of agents (consisting perhaps of people, institutions, organisational units, stakeholders etc) and a set of issues that are important to these agents. We could de ne the following fuzzy relations support : agents F $ issues inAgreement : ( agents agents) F 
$ issues
The relation, support, indicates the degree of support that an agent e xpresses for a particular issue. The relation, inAgreement indicates the extent to which a n y t wo a g e n ts are in agreement o ver a particular issue. Obviously any a g e n t has to be in total agreement with themselves on all issues.
For any a g e n t a, the fuzzy relational image support F (j P f ag F j ) is a fuzzy set of type Fissues indicating the degree of support of that particular agent a for each issue.
We will now d e n e inAgreement in terms of support. It is assumed that the degree to which a n y t wo a g e n ts are in agreement on a particular issue is 5 A rough set is a crisp set that is not precisely de ned. There is no concept of partial set membership but instead the idea that an element m a y surely or possibly belong to the set. Roughness arises from a lack of information rather than any natural imprecision in the problem domain. The following describes a system state which formalises these ideas. If the sets of agents and issues were non-empty and nite (i.e. they were known before the speci cation was developed) then they could be declared as free types i.e.
agents ::= a 1 j a 2 j :::a n;1 j a n issues ::= i 1 j i 2 j :::i m;1 j i m
We might choose to de ne the initial state for the system in several ways, depending on how w e view the problem. For example we might consider that initially there is no support by a n y of the agents for the issues of interest. In this case the schema describing the initial state would be as follows. This might b e i n terpreted as follows. The degree to which a n y t wo agents are in broad agreement across a range of issues of interest is equal to the degree of equality (or similarity) between the two fuzzy sets, of type issues, that indicate the degree of support each agent s h o ws for all issues of interest. The pre-condition ensures that each agent shows some support for at least one issue. This enquiry can only be made if in the initial state, support = empty . This ensures that support is nite and that the fuzzy relational images are nite and therefore countable. The degree of fuzziness of the relation support (i.e fuzzyEntropy(support)) could be interpreted as indicating the lack of certainty that the agents have in expressing their support (or non-support) for the issues of interest. As the degree of fuzziness approaches zero then we m i g h t s a y that there is a more clear cut indication of support or non-support. A degree of fuzziness measure, fuzzyEntropy is de ned in section 3.
Finally it should be noted that there are many other problem domains where the approaches discussed in this section might be useful. For example a similar approach could be used to model the extent to which a s e t o f s y s t e m requirements are met by a series of competing vendors or the extent t o w h i c h a set of criteria are met by a series of tendering organisations and so on. The application of a fuzzy approach to problems involving group and multicriteria decision making is well established 17,46,18].
Toolkit Usage | Re ections and Guidelines
A major argument in section 1 is that are there some system problems that are not naturally understood in precise or exact terms. Instead they may b e characterised by imprecision and uncertainty, a n d a n y models that we build to represent them need to take this into account. Fuzziness or naturally occuring imprecision is one major source of uncertainty i n s u c h systems, particularly those that are designed to support human decision making or judgement. If conventional Z is being used in the speci cation of such systems then the speci er would need to de ne their own strategy for representing inherently fuzzy concepts. The fuzzy logic toolkit for Z is designed to provide a`standard' approach b y p r o viding a mechanism for representing and manipulating fuzzy sets. Section 4 presented a series of examples intended to illustrate the usefulness of the toolkit when modelling the system problems of interest. This section will now re ect on some of the more general issues that arose during the formulation of these examples. In particular it will focus on the choices facing a speci er when writing operational schema for a fuzzy set. declaring crisp and fuzzy concepts within the same speci cation. de ning the initial state of a fuzzy set.
Operational Schema and set declaration
The philosophy behind the use of the toolkit is that the structure FbasicType is a fundamental building block of a speci cation. The toolkit de nes the concepts of emptiness and niteness through the de nitions of an empty fuzzy set ( empty ) and a nite fuzzy set ( nite F). Sets that are declared of type FbasicType are given some initial state which i s t ypically that they are`empty'. Adding or removing reference set elements is acheived by simply adjusting set membership. Adjustment to one is interpreted as`adding' a reference set element to the set and adjustment to zero is interpreted as removing' that element. Adjustment to values between zero and one can be interpreted as either partial removal or partial addition of an element, depending the direction of the adjustment. Consequently the speci cation requires only one operational schema, rather than two, for set membership manipulation. Furthermore, unlike i n c o n ventional Z, there is no requirement for a pre-condition which c hecks for set membership or set non-membership prior to removing or adding an element to a set. In this sense a speci cation written using the toolkit has less constraints than that written in conventional Z. For example The speci er could also choose to model a crisp concept as a set of type The schema setAdjust is unchanged with the fuzzy set fset remaining a partial is not a member of the reference set on which the fuzzy set is de ned rather than not being a member of the fuzzy set itself. Initialisation of a fuzzy set to the empty fuzzy set avoids this confusion by ensuring that all reference elements have a membership value of zero and are thus interpreted as not being a member of the fuzzy set.
There may also be confusion when dealing with the concept of the`removal' of an element from a fuzzy set. Is the removal of b? f r o m a s e t o f t ype The intent of the schema is that the membership of b? is to be adjusted to zero. Presumably this is being interpreted as indicating that b? is being removed from fset. H o wever in a situation where b? 6 2 dom fset the result will be that b? 7 ! 0 w i l l be added to fset, which is counter intuitive. Obviously However what is really happening now i s t h a t t h e s c hema is checking whether b? is in the reference set for the fuzzy set, rather than whether it has any membership in the fuzzy set on which the operation is be applied. Remember that this pre-condition will hold when b? 7 ! 0 is a member of fset so the operation will succeed even if the element is already`removed'. Intuitively we would expect the pre-condition to be a constraint on the intent of the operational schema rather than on the de nition of the set itself.
The initialisation of a fuzzy set to the empty fuzzy set avoids all of this. It ensures that the membership value for any reference set element i s a l w ays de ned and that removal should result in the element no longer being a member of the fuzzy set. In other words that the membership value is adjusted to zero. This is consistent with the interpretation of zero set membership as indicating non-fuzzy set membership. The meaning of an operational schema to remove element from the fuzzy set becomes quite clear and has the same meaning in the crisp case as we w ould expect in conventional Z 
Guidelines for toolkit use
The previous discusion can be summarised as a series of guidelines for toolkit use. It should be remembered that a speci cation written using the fuzzy logic toolkit is still being written in Z and consequently all aspects of the language and the mathemetical toolkit are available and can be used. Adherence to the following guidelines should ensure that a speci cation is consistent with the underlying philosophy of the toolkit.
When developing a speci cation that includes both fuzzy and crisp concepts, boolean sets should be declared as being of type CbasicType, rather than P basicType. Fuzzy (and crisp) sets should be initialised to the empty fuzzy set rather than to the empty set. This is consistent with the semantics of the toolkit when dealing with the concept of set emptiness. When writing operational schema that adjusts set membership the function override operator, , should be used. The concepts of adding and removing elements to and from a set in the crisp case is generalised to an adjustment of set membership in the fuzzy case.
Conclusion
It has been suggested that some system problems are not naturally understood in precise or exact terms. They mainly arise in a h umanistic context and are characterised by inherent uncertainty and imprecision. Many i n volve human decision making and judgement. It has also been suggested that there are advantages to be gained by using formal methods as early as possible in systems development. However the usefulness of existing formal method languages such as Z is limited when applied to these softer problem types. Fuzzy set theory has been suggested as a possible formalism for modelling some of the uncertainty and imprecision typical of these systems. A fuzzy logic toolkit for Z that de nes the operators, modi ers and measures necessary for the manipulation of fuzzy sets and relations has been developed. The illustrative examples are designed to show h o w the toolkit might b e a p p l i e d to the type of system problems of interest. The emphasis has been on those aspects of the problem domain where it is more natural to think of the extent or the degree to which something occurs, or where it is more natural to describe concepts approximately and linguistically rather than in a precise or numeric way. An attempt has been made to focus on the`grayness' in the problem domain resulting in models that re ect the underlying fuzziness characteristic of these problem types. Speci cations written using the toolkit are written in Z and consequently the speci er has available all aspects of the language. The guidelines for toolkit usage have been developed to provide some consistency between a speci cation written using the toolkit and the underlying ideas that governed the development of the toolkit itself. The work described in this chapter is ongoing. The toolkit is currently been extended to include concepts such as the closure of a fuzzy relation and a set of more general de nitions for a fuzzy number. Consideration is also being given to the inclusion of a fuzzy function override operator and the more general concept of a type 2 fuzzy set in future versions of the toolkit. It is anticipated that each addition to the toolkit will be supported by an appropriate illustrative example. Currently a speci cation for a simple fuzzy expert system is being developed which is intended to illustrate the use of the truncation and scaling operators for a fuzzy set, and the fuzzy cartesian product operator.
